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23 November 2020 

Dear Parent or Carer, 

I hope my message finds you safe and well.  

I am writing to you today as there have unfortunately been further cases of COVID-19 within our 

Year 10 cohort. The affected students are now self-isolating for a period of 10 days, and I am sure 

you will join me in wishing them a swift recovery. 

Public Health England have advised that individuals who have been in close contact with the affected 

individuals must also self-isolate for 14 days. We are therefore working closely with the families of 

the relevant children who are being asked to stay at home as a precaution. 

Year 10 students to continue their learning from home until 1 December 2020 – RETURN ON           

2 DECEMBER 2020 

After careful consideration, we are asking our Year 10 cohort to stay at home until 1 December 2020 

and continue their learning using our online platform - Teams. The students must return on                

2 December 2020 unless otherwise advised. As individuals in the year group are already self-

isolating, we want to ensure that every student receives a consistent approach to learning, which we 

feel will be best delivered to the entire year group virtually. 

We have plans in place which mean that Year 10 students can continue their learning without 

disruption, giving them daily communication with their teachers through live lessons delivered using 

Microsoft Teams. They will continue to be taught a wide range of subjects, in line with their 

Academy timetables where possible. 

We will be taking a daily register and our teachers will continue to closely monitor progression, 

adjusting pace or difficulty where necessary. Put simply, we will ensure that our Year 10 students 

access the same high level of educational provision available to students in Academy. 

Provided they are fit and well, we expect to see our Year 10 students back in Academy on                   

2 December 2020.  

All other students in Years 7, 8, 9 and 11 should attend the Academy as normal. 

Protecting the academy and our community 

As an E-ACT academy, we have implemented robust COVID safety measures, including regular and 

focussed cleaning of the academy, good ventilation, social distancing and ensuring good hand and 

respiratory hygiene, all of which have recently received positive feedback from the government’s 

Health and Safety Executive. 

As a precaution, we will use this week to conduct a focussed clean of the areas of the Academy used 

by students in Year 10. 
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Keep in contact with us 

Should your child or anyone in your household test positive for the virus or be advised to self-isolate 

as a precaution during this week, please let us know using the email address wea.info@e-act.org.uk. 

It is really important that you inform the academy as it may result in your child being advised to 

return to the academy at a slightly later date as a precaution. 

Thank you for your support 

I completely appreciate and understand that our plans may cause some disruption to our Year 10 

parents and carers in particular. However, I must reiterate that we have not taken this decision 

lightly, and do so having considered all other alternatives. 

Furthermore, I appreciate that some of you may be feeling concerned about the possible impact of 

the virus in the coming weeks. I would like to reassure you that we continue to work closely with our 

local Public Health team, who have made clear that our safety measures are proving vital in helping 

to prevent the spread of infection in the academy. 

I take this opportunity to thank you for your continued support, and ask that you please get in touch 

with any questions. 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 

Mr A Bhugvandeen 

Headteacher 
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